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I'm us Poet Laureate Tracy K. Smith.

00:09
And this is the slow down.

00:23
Do you ever look back on your past and feel lucky to have made it through what you have?
Sometimes I do. Always, it's as if through a cloudy dim lens, the way the past is sometimes made
to appear on a film screen. Those times, I'm like the person in the theater yelling things at the
movie screen, Don't listen to him or do not dial that number. Because it can be horrifying, even
from the safety of the present, to look back at certain scenes from your own life. I let myself get
worked up about what I did or didn't do, what I failed to recognize, and the dangerous situations I
was put in. But there comes a time in the very same reverie where I feel something like gladness
for my experiences and what they've taught me and for whatever luck, or Grace has gotten me
safely through every strange chapter in my life. That's one of the reasons I respond to today's
poem, Philadelphia, by Emily scalea. From the very first line, the poem speaker sets a dangerous
volatile tone for her Philadelphia was bubbling over a city of hot pavement and boiling puddles.
And the love interest in the poem comes off as dangerous. She sees him as a struct door with an
eye hole punched through. details in the poem give me clear reason to believe that the pain the
speaker recalls, was both physical and emotional. It can be enough for a poem to tell certain
difficult truths, because too often, we believe we must keep such things silent. But in addition to
bearing courageous witness, stagers poem, peers toward the moment in the story, where a way
out and forward is first glimpsed, and that strikes me as important. It's the kind of offering that
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might help another person find their way forward and out of whatever situation they might
otherwise feel locked within. Philadelphia by Emily stager, City of hot pavement, addressed by hot
pavement, boiling puddles studded with floating syringes, paper kites. A bridge swung over the
water with direction like a fist all the time, he was trying to show me how he was a struck door
with an eye hole punched through where I saw only gashes of light. brute, he locked me out. I
walked Third Street all the way north. The days interminable heat, sweat tore up my thighs, cherry
trees. I remember. Were blooming shamefully. It was a house. I was always walking back to. I
wasn't delicate. The door was blue. So it was that the palm of my hand held a red bruise shaped
like a bird. A lit Crow, flamed. how sharp It is to be wrong fledged to be rope Ravel ringing out of
syncopation tried trying just once. I wanted to hit and hold the person who could hit and hold me
down. I wanted the bruise and the voice that was sorry, terror to give up control terror. to name it.
There was a bottle there was a bottleneck exit.
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The slow down is a production of American public media in partnership with the Library of
Congress and the Poetry Foundation. To get a poem delivered to you daily, go to slow down
show.org and sign up for our newsletter.
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